how we hear the perception and neural coding of sound Mar 16 2024

this sharp tuning has a profound impact on our perception of sound there are many ways to measure our perceptual ability to separate sounds of different frequencies or our frequency selectivity one of the most common perceptual measures involves the masking of one sound by another

what drives perception understanding sound Feb 15 2024
the brain's perception of timbre is influenced by a complicated mixture of factors including amplitude structure and spectral content. Amplitude structure, sometimes called envelope, is a property of a vibration. Envelope describes how the amplitude of the sound changes over time. A time domain graph of a sound

**Auditory perception** Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy Jan 14 2024

Is hearing spatial? How does audition differ from vision and other sense modalities? How does the perception of sounds differ from that of colors and ordinary objects? This entry presents the main debates in this developing area and discusses promising avenues for future inquiry.

**The individual and the actuation of sound change** Dec 13 2023

Sound change can be defined as change to the shared perception and production target for a speech sound within a speech community. A definition that encompasses changes that directly impact the number of categorical contrasts between sounds e.g., neutralization as well as changes that involve a shift in the pronunciation target for a speech segment.

**Phonetics and sound change** MIT
suggests that the mechanisms of sound change involve phonetics i.e., properties of speech production and perception. Recurrence of similar sound changes across languages and across time, the properties of speech production and perception are basically the same for all speakers at all times. Initiation vs. propagation.

**Individual differences in the adoption of sound change Oct 11 2023**

The results by Beddor et al. 2018 also show that this perception-production link remains stable during ongoing sound change. That is, participants who are more advanced along a sound change in perception are also more advanced in production, causing them to spread the sound change further.

**Individual differences in the adoption of sound change PMC Sep 10 2023**

Perception results are similar to the production results at the group level. Individual level results do not provide a clear picture for the perception data, but the individual differences in perception correlate with those in production.

**The initiation of sound change perception**
the goal of this volume is to examine current approaches to sound change from a variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives including articulatory variation and modeling speech.

For decades, the study of sound change (SC) was the domain of what we would now call historical linguistics with dialectology joining in after the 1880s followed by early instrumental.

the goal of this volume is to examine current approaches to sound change from a variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives including articulatory variation and modeling speech.
perception mechanisms and neurobiological processes
geographical and social variation and diachronic phonology

**sound change as nature's speech perception experiment** *Apr 05 2023*

sound change as nature’s speech perception experiment john j ohala show more add to mendeley doi org 10 1016 0167 6393 93 90067 uget rights and content abstract variation in pronunciation observed in speakers today parallels in many details the documented variation in pronunciation over the centuries sound change

**the phonetics of sound change wiley online library Mar 04 2023**

the inception of phonologization is often conceptualized as a consequence of listeners mistaking accidental effects of the speakers production system the listeners own perceptual system or ambient distortion of the acoustic stream as being representative of the speaker’s internal computation

**sound change in perception and production semantic scholar ** *Feb 03 2023*

2019 tldr a clear link is observed between the production and
perception systems undergoing sound change at the individual level and changes in the perceptual system seem to precede changes in production expand 29 highly influenced pdf 4 excerpts lexical acquisition and acquisition of initial voiceless stops a tyler mary louise edwards

john ohala’s home page university of california berkeley Jan 02 2023

john j ohala is emeritus professor of linguistics he has been on the berkeley faculty since 1970 his research interests are in experimental phonology and phonetics and ethological aspects of communication including speech perception sound change phonetic and phonological universals psycholinguistic studies in phonology and sound symbolism

age based perceptions of a reversing regional sound change Dec 01 2022

abstract sound changes in progress can be examined in apparent time through differences in production across speaker age groups additionally perceptions of sound changes in progress have been shown to be influenced by listener characteristics including listener age in ways that mirror production patterns

can sounds alter what we see psychology
key points multisensory research shows that sounds can influence how people perceive dynamic visual events. A new study investigated whether characteristic sounds like a cat’s meow or a

**definition and examples of sound change in English** thoughtco Sep 29 2022

Examples and observations. An understanding of sound change is truly important for historical linguistics in general and this needs to be stressed. It plays an extremely important role in the comparative method and hence also in linguistic reconstruction in internal reconstruction in detecting loanwords and in determining whether languages are related to one another.

**hearing is believing sounds can alter our visual perception** Aug 29 2022
december 7 2022 tags hearing neuroscience perception psychological science visual perception log in to save for later perception generally feels effortless if you hear a bird chirping and look out the window it hardly feels like your brain has done anything at all when you recognize that chirping critter on your windowsill as a bird.
sound can suppress visual perception
scientific reports Jul 28 2022

26 citations 27 altmetric metrics in a single modality the percept of an input e.g. voices of neighbors is often suppressed by another e.g. the sound of a car horn nearby due to close proximity.
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